
Sea View Pines HOA Hurricane Plan 

Sept. 7, 2017 

Level  1 –A hurricane is approaching Florida or the Gulf of Mexico. 

1. Owners and HOA should monitor the progress of the hurricane.  

2. Owners should have a Personal Hurricane Preparation Plan in place. Stock up on water, gas, 

batteries, food, arrange garage to minimize possible damage, put elevators on 3rd floor, plan 

escape routes. Take pictures of your belongings. Any other necessary planning you deem 

necessary.   

3. SVPHOA will meet, make action plans for the property, and communicate to Owners and 

Renters.   

Level  2 – The Hurricane has moved into the Gulf. We are in the “Cone of Uncertainty” (path of the 

hurricane) as the Hurricane approaches the Gulf Coast.  

1. Owners and Renters need to remove every item from the balconies that is not bolted down as 

anything will become a projectile in the high winds.  

2. All water craft, floating docks, anything tied to the dock will be removed by responsible owner 

or renter.  

3. All easements surrounding the property will be cleared by the responsible owner or renter  

including vehicles or anything that could become a projectile.   

4. If owners or renters are leaving at this point please share with a neighbor or board member 

where you are going and take your owners list with you in case you need to email of call 

neighbors. Depending on the strength of the hurricane the local officials may require a 

mandatory evacuation.  

5. If anyone needs help with any part of the requirements please ask a board member or neighbor 

to help. The HOA will find you some help.  

Level  3 – The Hurricane is 3 days from land fall we will take a hit from the hurricane. We are in the 

cone of the predicted hurricane path.  

1. HOA and Owner volunteers will remove every third plank from the dock and store the planks 

appropriately. This helps save some of the dock pilings when the hurricane hits. 

2. HOA volunteers will shut off electricity at the dock, pool, and courtyard common area.  

3. HOA will secure pool furniture in the pool.  

4. HOA will shut off water in the common areas.     

 


